
If the pink gorilla eats watermelon every night, how much watermelons does he eat?              © One Stop Teacher Shop 

 

 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

Put the number cards in 
order from greatest to least. 

 
 

____  ____  ____  ____ 

Name the shape 
 

 
____________________ 

How many? 
 

sides ____  points ____ 

Fill in the missing 
numbers on the number 

line. 
 

 

Your teacher wants you to 
cut the paper into fourths.   

 

Circle the shovel that is 
11 cubes long. 

 

 

What time is it? 

 

: 

Order the shovels from 
longest to shortest. 

 

Draw the hands on the 
clock to show 1:30. 

 

Adrian has 7 sugar 
cookies, 3 oatmeal 
cookies, and 5 chocolate 
chip cookies.  How many 
cookies are there 
altogether? 

 

Asia has 9 pencils.  
Joshua has 14 pencils.  
How many more pencils 
does Joshua have than 
Asia? 

Books cost 4 dollars.  
Andy bought 3 books.  
How many dollars did he 
spend on books? 

 

There are some marbles 
in a bag.  8 of them are 
blue, and the rest are 
green.  If there are 11 
marbles total, how many 
marbles are green? 

 

Count by 2’s. 
 

76, 78, 80, ___, ___ 

True or False? 
 

8 – 5 = 3 
 ________ 

Count by 10’s. 
 

10, 20, 30, ___, ___ 

True or False? 
 

8 + 7 = 14 -1 
 ________ 

Solve. 

    4       16      11 
 + 7     -  5     + 7 

Find the missing number. 
 

 

    10  +         = 18 

Solve. 

    7       20        5 
 + 7     -  8     + 6 

Find the missing number. 
 

 

   +  7  = 12  

43 
 

How many tens? ____ 
 

How many ones? ____ 

Write the number. 

 
 

 

_________ 

Draw the number 54. 

 

8 
 

How many tens? ____ 
 

How many ones? ____ 

Use >, <, or = to 

compare the numbers. 
 

40         80 

Use >, <, or = to 

compare the numbers. 
 

38         34 

Use >, <, or = to 

compare the numbers. 
 

19         71 

Use >, <, or = to 

compare the numbers. 
 

85         62 
Add 24 + 5 = 

 

 

Add 35 + 4 = 
 

 

Add 52 + 20 = 
 

 

Add 66 + 30 = 
 

 


